ZOOM INFO SESSION
for the conservation designs for the projects of the Technical Committee on Cultural Heritage

ORGANIZED BY
UNDP PMO IN CYPRUS

What are the Conservation Designs for projects of the TCCH?
How can design teams participate to the request for quotations for TCCH Conservation Designs?
What are the required outputs for the TCCH Conservation Designs?

PLEASE REGISTER IN ADVANCE AT THE LINK:
UNDP.ZOOM.US/WEBINAR/REGISTER/WN_YXRBITTZS6WB2ROXNSLMG

FEB 23 2021
TUESDAY 6:00 PM
2020 achievements and 2021 planning

• Introduction to the work of the TCCH 10 minutes

• Introduction to the conservation designs for the works of the TCCH 10 minutes

• Current and upcoming tender processes for the conservation designs of the TCCH 15 minutes

Estimated presentation duration 35 mins

Q&A Session will follow